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“PROBLEMATIC USES OF PATRISTIC SOURCES IN THE  

DOCUMENTS OF CATHOLIC SOCIAL THOUGHT” 1 

 

 Deus Caritas Est (hereafter, DCE) set a new record for the penetration of patristic source 

materials into the fabric of a social encyclical. Of the encyclical’s roughly 13,000 words, 1,030 

of them (8%) are devoted to one patristic source or another. No other document of Catholic 

social teaching (hereafter, CST) comes close (cf. Table 2 later in this article).2 As a patrologist, I 

am fascinated by this level of sophistication; equally, I am surprised at the absence of scholarship 

                                                 
 
 1 This paper summarizes the results of a broad study into the use of patristic sources in 
CST documents, the details of which are to be published in the forthcoming volume: Brian Matz, 
Patristic Sources and Catholic Social Teaching, A Forgotten Dimension: A Textual, Historical, 
and Rhetorical Analysis of Patristic Source Citations in the Church’s Social Documents, Annua 
Nuntia Lovaniensia (Louvain: Peeters, 2007). I am grateful to the publisher for encouraging the 
separate publication of a summary of the study’s findings. 
 
 2 This phrase, “Catholic social teaching” refers to a set of documents that have emerged 
out of the Vatican and certain regional bishops’ conferences since the late nineteenth century, 
and is not to be confused with “Catholic social thought”. This latter phrase refers to the official 
texts plus the unofficial activities that take place in parishes, lay institutes, and Catholic worker 
movements, among other places. These unofficial activities not only engage in the work of 
alleviating injustice and caring for the marginalized, they also exhort the hierarchy to rethink 
continually its commitment to those concerns. 
 For a listing of documents that comprise CST, the reader is invited to consider David J. 
O’Brien and Thomas A. Shannon, Catholic Social Thought: The Documentary Heritage 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1992); Kenneth Himes, ed., Modern Catholic Social Teaching: 
Commentaries and Interpretations (Washington D.C.: Georgetown Univ. Press, 2005). Of 
course, it is the case social teaching existed prior to the late nineteenth century, and the interested 
reader of these earlier sources is directed to the oft-cited book, Michael Schuck, That They Be 
One: The Social Teaching of the Papal Encyclicals, 1740-1989 (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown 
University Press, 1991). This present study has limited itself to the so-called modern CST 
documents for the simple reason they comprise a body of literature that is a particular focus of 
study for many scholars of CST. There is no reason why a study such as this could not also be 
carried out for the pre-modern CST documents. 
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on the question of what role have patristic sources played in the Church’s social documents.3 

Examination of this question is, therefore, long overdue. For my part in such a study, this article 

braces itself against two tantalizing but equally inappropriate forces. One is the desire to revel in 

pointing out errors in the Church’s past pronouncements; the other is to be overly charitable in its 

estimation of what the Church intended in its past pronouncements. Consequently, the several 

problems associated with CST’s use of patristic source material raised in this article are balanced 

by suggestions for how these problems may be sidestepped in the future.  

 The patristic era, encompassing at least the second through seventh centuries,4 is 

generally regarded as a time when the Church formulated its theology, narrowed its canon, and 

solidified its place in the social, cultural, and political contexts of the day. Theologically, the 

Church Fathers elucidated both Christianity’s understanding of God as a trinity of coequal, 

consubstantial, and coeternal persons and its understanding of Christ as one person possessing in 

                                                 
 3 I am aware of two articles, both of which are concerned only with Rerum Novarum and 
appear consecutively in a volume devoted to a study of that CST document. Jean-Marie 
Salamito, “Rerum novarum, une encyclique néo-scolastique? La question sociale ou le decline de 
la communauté,” in Rerum Novarum: Écriture, contenu et reception d’une encyclique: Actes du 
colloque international organize par  l’École française de Rome et le Greco n 2 du CNRS (Rome, 
18-20 avril 1991) (Rome: École française de Rome, 1997), 187-206. Françoise Monfrin, 
“Pauvreté et richesse. Le lexique latin de l’encyclique: inspiration classique ou inspiration 
patristique?” in Rerum Novarum: Écriture, contenu et reception d’une encyclique, 133-86. 
 Salamito, cf. esp. 196, concluded that patristic ideas were more influential than any 
particular patristic text or author. He argued the drafters were hardly aware of particular patristic 
texts relying instead, most likely, on a qualitatively poor sourcebook. Monfrin’s article is not, 
strictly speaking, an examination of the patristic sources, but it evaluates the linguistic choices 
made by the drafters of this CST document. Monfrin concluded that the document’s drafters 
were favorably disposed to classical Latin and that they took it upon themselves to reword 
quotations of biblical and historical sources to fit their particular disposition. My own study has 
confirmed Salamito’s and Monfrin’s findings. 
 
 4 For a list of the authors and texts from this period, cf. Maurits Geerard, Clavis Patrum 
Graecorum, Corpus Christianorum, five volumes (Turnhout: Brepols, 1983, 1974, 1979, 1980, 
1987, respectively) together with the supplement by Geerard et al., Clavis Patrum Graecorum 
Supplementum (Turnhout: Brepols, 1998).  
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full both a divine and a human nature. These theologies were the foundation for additional 

considerations, including anthropology, ecclesiology, and eschatology.5 

 Important with regard to the CST documents are these expanded, theological reflections. 

For instance, Centesimus Annus argued, “The guiding principle of…all of the church’s social 

doctrine, is a correct view of the human person and of his unique value”.6 CA goes on to point 

out that a human person’s unique value may be traced back directly to the imago Dei given to 

man at the creation of the world. God gave to man this imago Dei as a consequence of 

foreknowing that the Son of God would one day incarnate himself as a human. In other words, 

Catholic social teaching is built upon a notion of human dignity. This dignity is rooted in the gift 

of God to each person, a gift which is an outworking of the mutual love existing amongst the 

persons of the Trinity. Therefore, Christ would eventually redeem what had always been and will 

continue to be creatures in his own image. To the extent that the patristic world had correctly 

articulated the doctrine of the Trinity, of Christ and his two natures, of man and his need for 

redemption, and the Church’s responsibility to pass along these truths to every new generation, 

then the CST documents owe an incalculable debt to its theological acumen. 

 It is precisely because of this theological debt a study of patristic sources in the CST 

documents is warranted. I have carried out just such an inquiry and summarize in this article the 

study’s results. From this inquiry it was clear CST’s debt to patristic theology did not match its 

                                                 
 5 For some surveys of patristic theology, see Lewis Ayres, Nicaea and its Legacy: An 
Approach to Fourth-Century Trinitarian Theology (Oxford: O.U.P., 2004); John Behr, The Way 
to Nicaea, The Formation of Christian Theology, vol. 1 (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s, 2001); 
Angelo Di Berardino and Basil Studer, History of Theology, Volume 1: The Patristic Period, 
transl. Matthew J. O’Connell (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1997); J. N. D. Kelly, Early 
Christian Doctrines, 5th rev. ed. (London: Black, 1985). 
 
 6 John Paul II, Centesimus Annus (1991), 11. ET: O’Brien and Shannon, Catholic Social 
Thought: The Documentary Heritage, 447. 
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constructive use of patristic texts. Specifically, in this article I propose six, general problems 

with how CST documents weave patristic texts into the fabric of their arguments and three 

solutions for how they might be incorporated better into future CST documents. 

 

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 

 Table 1 below lists the CST documents that were included in this study. Although 

followers of CST may differ on one or another of the documents included in the list below, this 

study limited itself to major encyclicals from the Vatican, relevant documents from Vatican II, 

and significant pastoral letters emerging from regional bishops’ conferences. To that end, this 

study was guided in its selection by the documents found in David J. O’Brien’s and Thomas A. 

Shannon’s book, Catholic Social Thought: The Documentary Heritage, and those commented 

upon in the volume edited by Kenneth Himes and others, Modern Catholic Social Teaching: 

Commentaries and Interpretations.7 Looking to the table, the name of the CST document is 

given first, followed by a shorthand designation for it (to be used throughout this article). The 

third column identifies how many patristic source citations may be found in each document, and 

the final three columns break down that number in accordance with how those sources are 

presented in the body of the document. One category is the direct quotations of patristic sources 

in the CST documents. Quotations may or may not be accompanied by the patristic author’s 

name or the name of the text from which the quotation comes. Quotations are generally 

associated with a footnote that supplies this data. A second category is the general references to 

patristic source material in the body of the CST document. One common example is, “The 

Church Fathers say…”. Such references may or may not be accompanied by a footnote to 

                                                 
 7 See above n. 2. 
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indicate what the drafter or drafters of the CST document had in mind. A third category is 

footnote-only references to patristic sources, where, were it not for the presence of a footnote, the 

body of the CST document gives no indication a patristic source is behind its thought. Four of 

the CST documents examined included no patristic sources. They are included in this list to let 

the reader know the extent of this study’s search, but no further analysis as to their contents is 

given below. 

 
Table 1: CST Documents and their Patristic Sources - Summary 

CST Text Total  Number    
Text Abbrev. Patristic Sources Quotations References Footnotes 
Rerum Novarum (1891) RN 2 2   
Quadragessimo Anno (1931) QA 2 1 1  
Mater et Magistra (1961) MM 3 2 1  
Pacem in Terris (1963) PT 3 3   
Dignitatis Humanae (1965) DH 8  8  
Gaudium et Spes (1965) GS 18 1 6 11 
Populorum Progressio (1967) PP 2 1 1  
Medellin Documents (1969) Medellin 0    
Octogesima Adveniens (1971) OA 0    
Iustitia in Mundo (1971) IM 0    
Evangelii Nuntiandi (1975) EN 15 6 3 6 
Puebla Documents (1979) Puebla 2  2  
Laborem Exercens (1981) LE 0    
Familiaris Consortio (1981) FC 4 3 1  
The Challenge of Peace (1983) ChP 5 3 1 1 
Economic Justice for All (1986) EJA 2 1 1  
Sollicitudo Rei Socialis (1987) SRS 6  6  
Centesimus Annus (1991) CA 1 1   
Santo Domingo Docs. (1992) SDomingo 2  1 1 
Compendium of CST (2004) ComCST 19 5 5 9 
Deus Caritas Est (2005) DCE 16 6 9 1  
TOTALS  110 35 46 29 
 
 
 All told, 110 patristic source citations were identified in these CST documents. A detailed 

list of these 110 citations is available in two tables, Appendices A and B to this article. Appendix 

A orders the citations in accordance with the place in the CST documents at which they are 

found. Appendix B orders the citations by patristic author. Both tables identify what type of 
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citation each one is, a quotation (Q), a general reference (R), or a footnote-only reference (F). As 

well, they include a final column identifying what is the rhetorical function of each source in the 

larger context of their respective CST documents.  

 For two reasons these tables supersede even the official footnotes of the CST documents 

themselves. First, the official footnotes of the CST documents do not always indicate every time 

a patristic reference is made in the main text. General references to “the Church Fathers,” for 

example, are not footnoted and so may be easily overlooked by the individual who scours only 

the footnotes for patristic source material instead of reading the documents in their entirety. 

Second, in several cases the CST documents gave incorrect or incomplete references for the 

patristic sources they were citing. For example, consider number 104 in the appendices. The CST 

document mentioned Gregory the Great’s name and gave some indication of his contribution, but 

it nowhere mentioned the text by Gregory to which it was referring. In such instances, these 

tables include the proper references for the patristic source citation. 

 

SIX PROBLEM AREAS 

 A close examination of the 110 patristic source citations in the CST documents reveals an 

inconsistent approach to the use of patristic sources in CST documents. Below, I identify six 

major problem areas in this regard. Each problem area is illustrated either by a summary table or 

by a detailed example. In some cases I provide a list of further examples of the problem by 

directing the reader to source numbers in Appendices A and B.  
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1. (IN-)FREQUENCY OF USE 

 First, in numerical terms, the patristic sources are hardly noticeable amidst the sea of 

words that comprise the CST documents. The opening paragraph of this article highlighted the 

uniqueness of DCE in this regard, but the following table, Table 2, makes the point quite clear. 

Besides the fact that five of the CST documents included no patristic sources at all, the patristic 

sources comprise 1% or less of the text for most of the remaining sixteen CST documents. Table 

2 lists the total number of words in each CST document, including footnotes, and the total 

number of those words used for the patristic source citations. 

 

Table 2: Density of Patristic Source Citations in the CST Documents 

CST Total Word Count for Density of Total Number Avg Words 
Text Word Count8 Patristic Citations Citations (%) Patristic Citations per Citation 
RN 10,385 77 0.74% 2 38.5 
QA 15,133 63 0.42% 2 31.5 
MM 18,606 56 0.30% 3 18.7 
PT 12,505 115 0.92% 3 38.3 
DH 4,084 137 3.35% 8 17.1 
GS 27,357 368 1.34% 18 20.4 
PP 11,478 126 1.10% 2 63.0 
EN 17,181 358 2.08% 15 23.9 
Puebla -- -- -- -- -- 
FC 27,642 239 0.86% 4 59.7 
ChP 40,909 549 1.34% 5 109.8 
EJA 56,929 152 0.27% 2 76.0 
SRS 19,760 232 1.17% 6 38.7 
CA 18,374 57 0.31% 1 57.0 
SDomingo -- -- -- -- -- 
ComCST 129,238 1,097 0.85% 19 57.7 
DCE 12,934 1,030 7.96% 16 64.4 
TOTALS 422,515 4,656 1.10% 106 43.9 
 
 

                                                 
 8 The numbers in this and the following column were determined by applying Mirosoft 
Word’s “Word Count” tool to the document’s original language text (i.e., Latin for most 
documents). This study makes no affirmation this computer tool is exact in its calculation. 
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The first five documents in this table incorporated a total of eighteen patristic sources, and eight 

of those were found in one footnote in one document. Only four of the seventeen CST 

documents above included more than six patristic source citations. Nine of the documents have 

three or fewer patristic citations.  

 Of the 110 citations, sixty-eight (62%) are found in just four documents. It is not the case 

that these four documents are the longest; indeed, DCE is among the shortest and it has the third 

highest number of patristic source citations. Nearly 8% of DCE’s total word count is devoted to 

patristic source material. Thus, there is very little correlation between the size of a CST 

document and the density of its patristic citations. The same is true with respect to the average 

word count for each patristic citation in the CST documents. ChP cites only five patristic 

sources, but, on average, each one is accorded generous space in the text. GS, by contrast, has the 

second highest number of patristic citations, but, on average, accords each one very little space in 

the text. Again, no significant correlation exists between average word counts for the citations 

and either the size of the texts or the number of sources.  

 An examination of Appendix B reveals an imbalance between Greek and Latin patristic 

sources. Of the 110 citations, eighty-six allow for such a distinction to be made.9 Of the eighty-

six, twenty-two are Greek sources (26%), sixty-four are Latin sources (74%). Despite an 

imbalance in the number of citations, the number of authors cited is relatively more balanced. 

From the Latin side, eleven authors are cited; from the Greek side, ten are cited. What this means 

is that some Latin authors are cited with greater frequency than others. Indeed, some of the same 

                                                 
 9 The excluded items are numbered 4, 7, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30, 38, 50, 54, 55, 66, 73, 74, 
75, 76, 77, 86, 88, 89, 95, 103, and 106. Didache and Shepherd of Hermas are early texts and had 
a significant influence in both the Greek and Latin speaking worlds. Similarly, Irenaeus of Lyon 
wrote in Greek, yet his influence extended both to Latin and Greek Fathers. Emperor Julian the 
Apostate is excluded for he was not a Christian source. 
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patristic texts are cited multiple times (e.g., Augustine’s City of God). This may be evidence that 

the drafters of CST documents often relied on earlier CST documents for their identification of 

patristic sources.  

 

2. CONTEXT OVERSIGHT 

 Only two of the seventeen CST documents, ChP and DCE, consciously framed their 

patristic source citations within their historical or literary contexts.10 ChP and DCE were careful 

to include both a reference to the time during which the patristic sources lived and a summary of 

the literary context in which the citation is found. These are critical pieces of information to help 

the reader assess the contribution of each patristic source to the wider argument of the CST 

document. For example, DCE’s reference to Julian the Apostate (source number 106) is a 

powerful testimony to the charity of Christians. Yet, it is likely most readers of DCE know very 

little about this fourth century emperor. The poignancy of Julian’s testimony is clear only after 

DCE explained that it comes from a non-Christian and that it is set within a letter urging priests 

of the pagan cults to be better than the Christians.11 Another example is ChP 114, at which place 

                                                 
 10 Historical notations may also be found at source numbers 8 and 93. 
 
 11 This is Letter 84 in Bidez’s collection and Letter 22 in Wright’s Loeb edition. Cf. 
Julian the Apostate, L’Empereur Julien. Oeuvres Complètes, tome I, 2e partie: Lettres et 
fragments, ed. Joseph Bidez (Paris: Les belles lettres, 1924), 144-47; William Cave Wright, The 
Works of the Emperor Julian in Three Volumes, Vol. III, LCL (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ. 
Press, 1923), 67-73. 
 DCE cited Letter 83, but the proper reference is to Letter 84. That DCE gave a page 
reference was helpful in sorting out the confusion. As well, there are questions about the 
authenticity of this letter, and one may argue DCE should have apprised its readers of this matter. 
Cf. Peter Van Nuffelen, “Deux fausses lettres de Julien l’Apostat (La lettre aux Juifs, Ep. 51 
[Wright], et la lettre à Arsacius, Ep. 84 [Bidez]),” Vigiliae Christianae 55 (2002): 131-150. Van 
Nuffelen argues the letter bears too many inconsistencies with Julian’s Letter 89, which includes 
similar reflections on Christian versus pagan charity. 
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is a quotation from Sulpitius Severus’ Life of St. Martin. The quotation says simply, “Hitherto I 

[i.e., Martin] have served you as a soldier. Allow me now to become a soldier of God… I am a 

soldier of Christ. It is not lawful for me to fight.”12 This quotation is the last of three from the 

patristic period intended to promote a life of non-violence among readers of this pastoral letter. 

While it is possible the last two sentences of the quotation stand alone and would nicely 

ornament ChP’s rhetoric, the reader of this CST document is fortunate in that ChP explained the 

particular historical context of the fourth century during which Martin lived. Having done so, the 

reader is aware of what military service required of its members at that time. It explained that the 

early Christians were offended both by the idolatry prevalent in the Roman army and the 

military’s training to fight and kill other people; it was for these reasons many Christians refused 

military service. In St. Martin’s case, having converted to Christianity while a soldier, such 

things led to his exodus from the military. With this valuable historical context, the reader of 

ChP is not presented simply with the opinion of one, former soldier that being a solider of Christ 

is inconsistent with military service. Instead, the reader is asked to judge for himself or herself to 

what extent participation in military service offends his or her own Christian convictions. 

 The lack of such helpful contextualization of the patristic sources outside ChP and DCE 

is a record of missed opportunities for the CST documents. The contribution of the patristic 

sources is limited in the other texts. That said, it would be wrong to claim the patristic sources 

themselves were beholden to the original contexts of the documents, biblical or otherwise, that 

they had cited. The Church Fathers regularly extracted earlier sources from their own historical, 

                                                 
 12 O’Brien and Shannon, Catholic Social Thought: The Documentary Heritage, 517. It is 
clear that the English translators of the CST document relied, with minor modifications, on 
Alexander Roberts, “Life of St. Martin,” in Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers: The Works of 
Sulpitius Severus, second series, vol. 11, series ed. Philip Schaff (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
1894), 6. 
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literary, and theological contexts to create new ones. Still, the CST documents emerged in an age 

that paid greater attention to contextualization. Arguably, readers approach these documents 

expecting not to be misled by manipulated sources. A modern reader expects the CST documents 

to more faithfully represent the original contexts of the historical sources to which they turn.  

 

3. CONTEXT MISMATCH 

 Third, and perhaps as one explanation for the previous problem, the CST documents 

often incorporated the patristic sources into a context that did not match their own original 

context. This restricted the full effect of the patristic sources by either not incorporating the 

fullness of their arguments or by substantially changing the arguments those patristic sources had 

made. Consider, for example, source numbers 27 and 28, whose ideas about what constitute 

threats to the Church were supplanted by the CST document’s own ideas. Justin Martyr and 

Tertullian are two patristic sources cited in a footnote at GS 44,13 whose wider context argued 

that whoever works for justice in the world, whether of the Church or not, contributes to the 

Church’s own community. Even those who oppose the Church might nevertheless play a role in 

supporting it, as far as the Church itself is concerned, when such opposition leads to self-

                                                 
 13 Justin Martyr’s Dialogue with Trypho 110. The critical edition is Justin Martyr, 
Dialogus cum Tryphone, Patristische Texte und Studien, vol. 47, ed. Miroslav Marcovich 
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 1997), 259. ET: Thomas B. Falls, Writings of Saint Justin Martyr: The First 
Apology; The Second Apology; Dialogue with Trypho; Exhortation to the Greeks; Discourse to 
the Greeks; The Monarchy or the Rule of God, The Fathers of the Church, vol. 6 (Washington 
D.C.: Catholic Univ. of America Press, 1977), 318. 
 Tertullian’s Apology 50.13. The critical editions are Tertullian, Opera, Pars I: Opera 
Catholica, Adversus Marcionem, CCSL, vol. 1, eds. Eligius Dekkers, Janus G. P. Borleffs and R. 
Willems (Turnhout: Brepols, 1954), 171; idem, Apologeticum, CSEL, vol. 69, ed. Heinrich 
Hoppe (Vienna: Tempsky, 1939), 120. ET: Emily Joseph Daly, Tertullian. Apologetical Works, 
The Fathers of the Church, vol. 10 (Washington D.C.: Catholic Univ. of America Press, 1950), 
125. 
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reflection and improvement.14 In contrast, the patristic texts acknowledged the value to the 

Church of those whose work was directly intended to undermine it. Much of the difference here 

is attributable to the substantial time gap. A Christian in the second century faced very physical 

consequences, for the Christian belief system was viewed as a threat to the cultural and political 

fabric of society. GS addressed a world where opposition had a more intellectually or politically 

dismissive character, where it was possible simply to avoid the Church while living within a 

pluralistic cultural and political framework. It is curious, then, that GS mixed these two contexts, 

though perhaps the drafters of the CST document were not concerned with the type of opposition 

that distinguishes the two contexts, but with the end result that they believed both shared. That is 

to say, just as martyrdom in the second century had the perceived effect of increasing the raw 

numbers of Christians and thereby improving the Church, so too the work of the Church’s 

intellectual detractors in the mid-twentieth century improved it by clarifying its message and 

mission. Whatever the thinking behind GS’s use of these patristic sources, the fact remains the 

two contexts are different. 

 As well, consider source numbers 37 and 92. The condemnations of the wealthy in these 

patristic sources are supplanted by the respective CST documents with suggestions as to what the 

wealthy can do to help the poor. Another interesting example is source number 67. Basil of 

Caesarea has actually given a good socio-ethical argument about balancing the benefits of labor 

that would be of benefit to many passages in the CST corpus, but SRS overlooks the argument 

                                                 
 14 The footnote directing the reader to these patristic sources appears at the end of the last 
sentence at GS 44, which reads, “Indeed, the Church admits that she has greatly profited and still 
profits from the antagonism of those who oppose or persecute her.” (Immo Ecclesia, ex ipsa 
oppositione eorum qui ei adversantur vel eam persequuntur, se multum profecisse et proficere 
posse fatetur). Cf. Acta Apostolicae Sedis, vol. 58, 1065; ET: O’Brien and Shannon, Catholic 
Social Thought: The Documentary Heritage, 194. 
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entirely and sees instead a concern with the Church’s own financial priorities in light of 

international development goals. A similar problem is also seen in source numbers 68 and 69. 

One final example: ComCST incorporated a text from Augustine (source number 80) in support 

of the point that natural law is a building block to good societies; by contrast, Augustine argued 

natural law convicts human persons of sin. Neither in the CST document nor in Augustine’s text 

is a connection made between the value of conviction over sin and the construction of good 

societies. In short, the CST documents all too often misapply the original contexts of the patristic 

sources to their own. 

 

4. (MIS-)QUOTATION 

 Fourth, and related to the previous point, the CST documents modified quotations of 

patristic sources in order that, at times, those quotations might better fit the new context. Such 

changes were documented in source numbers 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 49, 56 and 57. To be fair, the changes 

rarely altered the meaning of the patristic source, and, in some cases, the changes appear to be 

honest, scribal errors. In the handful of cases where alteration of the quote did change the 

meaning (source numbers 1 and 9, perhaps also 49), it is clear that the CST document did so to 

match the argument it had already established and was trying to avoid the larger context of the 

original patristic source. Briefly, source number 1 is a quotation from Gregory the Great’s 

Homily on the Gospel 9.7.15 Below are the Latin texts of the patristic source and of RN and the 

English translation of RN. 

                                                 
 15 The critical editions are Gregory the Great, Homiliae in evangelia, Fontes Christianae, 
vol. 28, part 1, ed. Michael Fiedrowicz (Freiburg: Herder Press, 1997), 160-62; idem, Homiliae 
in evangelia, Corpus Christianorum Series Latina, vol. 141, ed. Raymond Etaix (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 1999), 63-64. ET: David Hurst, Gregory the Great. Forty Gospel Homilies, Cistercian 
Studies Series, vol. 123 (Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1990), 132. 
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Hom. 9.716 RN 1917 RN 1918 
Habens ergo intellectum Habens ergo talentum,  He that hath a talent, let  
curet omnino ne taceat, habens curet omnino ne taceat: habens  him see that he hideth not;  
rerum affluentiam vigilet ne a rerum affluentiam, vigilet ne a he that hath abundance, let  
misericordiae largitate misericordiae largitate him arouse himself to 
torpescat, habens artem qua torpescat: habens artem qua mercy and generosity; he  
regitur magnopere studeat ut regitur, magnopere studeat ut that hath art and skill, let  
usum atque utilitatem illius usum atque utilitatem illius  him do his best to share the  
cum proximo partiatur,… cum proximo partiatur. use and utility thereof with  
  his neighbour. 
 
There is one substantive difference between the PL edition of Hom. 9.7 and the Latin text in the 

CST document. This is found in the first line of the quotation, Habens ergo intellectum/talentum. 

Ought we read here, “he who has understanding,” or “he who has a talent/quantity of money”? 

The evidence that intellectum is to be preferred to talentum is based on the fact that a parallel 

sentence is found earlier in Hom. 9.7. It reads, Alius nec internorum intelligentiam, nec rerum 

affluentiam accepit,… On the other hand, the larger context is concerned with the right use of 

one’s talenti. Whatever “talent” one possesses – be it spiritual wisdom (internorum 

intelligentiam), excess of physical goods, or trade skills – the only proper course of action is to 

share that talent with those who do not possess it. By substituting talentum for intellectum, the 

CST document has acknowledged its awareness of the larger context, but it has changed the 

meaning of the quotation. In the CST document, talentum has now become something to stand 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
 16 Migne, Patrologia latina cursus completus, vol. 76 (Paris: Venit Apud Editorem, 
1849), col. 1109, cited as the source of the quotation in RN. 
 
 17 Leo XIII, Rerum Novarum (1891), 19. Cf. also Giovanni Antonazzi, ed., L’Enciclica 
Rerum novarum: testo autentico e redazioni preparatorie dai documenti originali (Rome: Storia 
e letteratura, 1957), 117, lines 780-83.  
 
 18 O’Brien and Shannon, Catholic Social Thought: The Documentary Heritage, 23. 
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alongside rerum affluentiam and artem, instead of being a broader term of which intellectum, 

rerum affluentiam and artem are three examples.  

 That said, a complication remains. There is a bait-and-switch in the text. The quotation 

from Gregory is at the end of RN 19. The first two-thirds of RN 19 are expressly concerned with 

the problem of excess riches. The biblical texts brought to bear on the issue all relate to the 

redistribution of one’s excess wealth through almsgiving. This is the bait in the text. The switch 

comes in one transitional sentence that appears just after this lengthy focus on money and 

immediately before the quotation from Gregory the Great.  

Thus to sum up what has been said: – Whoever has received from the divine 
bounty a large share of blessings, whether they be external and corporal, or gifts 
of the mind, has received them for the purpose of using them for perfecting his 
own nature, and, at the same time, that he may employ them, as the minister of 
God’s Providence, for the benefit of others.19 
 

That this is a switch in the argument of RN 19 is clear on account of the fact that nowhere prior 

in the text is the claim made that excess wealth meant anything other than money. For the 

document then to say, “Thus, to sum up what has been said,” and connect it with excesses other 

than money is inappropriate, rhetorically. It is an attempt to include in a summary what was not 

said in the main body of the argument. 

 One of two things is taking place here. On the one hand, it is possible the CST document 

employed this bait-and-switch tactic consciously. In that case, the quotation from Gregory is a 

rhetorical ornament to what the drafters presumed to be the established argument of the text. 

Alternatively, the bait-and-switch was not done consciously. In such a case, the quote from 

Gregory was in the mind of the drafters prior to drafting this part of the CST document, and so it 

was necessary for the drafters to make the switch that they do in order to fit the argument from 

                                                 
 19 O’Brien and Shannon, Catholic Social Thought: The Documentary Heritage, 23. 
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Gregory that they already had in mind. Under such a scenario, one wishes the drafters had been 

clearer earlier in the encyclical about the extended meanings for excess wealth they apparently 

had in mind.  

 A case can be made that the first of these two options is preferred. The case depends, 

remarkably enough, on the fact that the drafters modified Gregory’s quote in the first place. The 

original language of Gregory’s quote (intellectum) actually supports better the argument of the 

summary sentence quoted above by making intellectum parallel to “internal blessings”. 

However, by substituting talentum for intellectum, the quotation is a rhetorical ornament that 

also summarizes the argument of RN 19 in its entirety. That is to say, RN 19 begins with a 

concern about excess riches, attempts to switch to a concern about excesses of many forms, and 

then affirms this switch with a quote from Gregory that argues both for a concern about excess 

money (talentum) and other things (rerum affluentiam and artem).  

 Thus, the bait-and-switch was conscious on the part of the CST document’s drafters. To 

fit this wider argument about excesses of all kinds, Gregory’s quotation had to be modified. It 

could then serve as a nice rhetorical ornament that also summarized the argument of RN 19 as a 

whole. 

 

5. PATRISTIC SOURCES NOT SOCIO-ETHICAL SOURCES 

 A fifth problem area is that the CST documents rarely included patristic sources that were 

themselves interested in socio-ethical themes. This concern is a bit more difficult to tease out, 

for, on the one hand, many patristic sources were employed to undergird theological points (e.g., 

anthropology, Christology, eschatology, or ecclesiology) which, one could argue, are important 

to any construction of a socio-ethical argument. That is to say, the CST documents cannot 
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encourage development efforts for the common good if they have not first taken the time to 

explain that every person has inherent dignity on account of the imago Dei within them and that 

Christ (the God-Man) had come to redeem them. Patristic sources are certainly helpful on these 

points. On the other hand, far too many of the patristic sources were used for these purposes and 

not for emphasizing or explaining, to keep the current example, what development for the 

common good looks like. In a broad sense, any biblical passage or any patristic source citation 

could be woven into an argument in such a way that makes it appear to be concerned with social 

ethics. Yet, one wonders how appropriate is, for example, Augustine’s statement in Confessions 

I.1, “our hearts are restless until they rest in you” to social ethics. As well, consider Augustine’s 

comments on the need for pastors to lead moral lives in Sermon XLVI 1-2 (source number 37). It 

is a helpful text for many reasons, but it is not, per se, a socio-ethical text. The same could be 

said for many other patristic source citations in the documents (cf. source numbers 3, 8, 11-18, 

20-25, 26, 29, 30, 39, 40-41, 45-48, 49, 50-51, 52, 58, 73, 79, 94 and 99, and all the general 

references to the “Church fathers”). These are not patristic texts that are themselves concerned 

with social ethics. They support theological points or ornament arguments, but they do not give 

helpful insight into what it means for the Church or its members to promote justice, peace, or 

economic equality. I suspect one of the main problems here is that drafters of the CST 

documents are not aware of appropriate patristic texts concerned with socio-ethical themes. The 

publication in 1967 by R. Sierra Bravo of a compendium of patristic texts on economic and 

political issues certainly helped the drafters of some CST documents in identifying relevant 

texts.20 However, that work is dated, difficult to locate, provides little to no historical and literary 

                                                 
 20 R. Sierra Bravo and Florentino Del Valle (comp.), Doctrina social y economica de los 
padres de la Iglesia: coleccion general de documentos y textos (Madrid: Biblioteca Fomento 
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context for the texts it includes, and could be expanded into other areas of social concern besides 

economics and politics.21 This is a problem to which I will return later in my discussion of a 

vision for the use of patristic sources in CST documents of the future. 

 

6. UNEVEN CONTRIBUTION TO CST RHETORIC 

 This last problem area for patristic sources concerns the general unevenness in how the 

drafters of the CST documents understood what could be the rhetorical function of patristic 

sources in the CST documents. To speak positively, the CST documents more often than not 

used the patristic sources for theological or practical extensions of their own arguments rather 

than employing them simply for ornamental or authoritative purposes. However, most of these 

beneficial extensions to CST arguments were buried in footnotes or otherwise presented in a 

manner that limited their effectiveness. 

 To back up, an examination was made of the rhetorical function of each patristic source 

in the CST documents. The patristic sources were able to be divided into four rhetorical 

categories. The first was ornamental speech, which is to say the patristic source did not add to or 

detract from the argument of the text, but repeated the argument in different words. The second 

was an appeal to authority. In this case, the patristic citation did not add to or detract from the 

argument of the the CST document, but was called upon to buttress the argument by showing it 

                                                                                                                                                             
Social, 1967). I suspect all or a part of the citations identifed in the appendices of this article as 
source numbers 42, 46, 62, 65, 68-70, 87, 90-92, and 94 were culled from Bravo’s volume. 
 
 21 The Greek and Latin patristic documents in Bravo’s collection range in length from 
one-sentence excerpts to full texts that are searchable with a substantial index. However, besides 
the fact that it is in Spanish, a search of the major library catalog databases turned up fewer than 
twenty-five copies in all of continental Europe and across the United States. Second, my review 
of the book has turned up a number of errors in its references to the original language editions of 
the patristic sources it includes. 
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was not a new idea. A third rhetorical function was theological elaboration. The patristic citation 

extended the argument of the CST document by giving a theological defense for it or by drawing 

out its theological implications (e.g., Augustine’s eschatology is operating behind the language 

of the CST document). The fourth rhetorical category was practical or pastoral elaboration. In 

this case, the patristic source extended the argument of the CST document by offering an 

illustration of its implications or by explaining what may be expected of a person who agrees or 

disagrees with it (e.g. what rich people ought to do to care for the poor).  

 The final column in both appendices A and B reports what is the rhetorical function for 

each patristic source citation. In three cases, the rhetorical function of the patristic source 

extended the argument of the CST document both in theological and practical ways. This is 

reflected in the appendices by the inclusion of both number three and four in the rhetorical 

function column for those three citations. The data in appendices A and B has been summarized 

in the following two tables. The first of these summarizes the number of times the different 

rhetorical functions are used in accordance with the three citation types (i.e., quotations, 

references, and footnote-only citations) identified in this study.  

 
Table 3: Frequency of Rhetorical Function according to Citation Category 

Rhetorical  
Function Quotations References Footnote-only TOTAL 
Ornamental (1) 11 4 0 15 
Historical Authority (2) 6 20 9 35 
Theological (3) 9 4 15 28 
Practical/Pastoral (4) 11 18 6 35 
 
 
This table makes clear that the rhetorical function of a majority of the citations (63 out of 113; 

56%) were to extend the argument of the CST document in theological or practical terms. The 

citations in these categories are evenly split as quotations (20), references (22), and footnotes-
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only (21). Thus, the CST documentary tradition does not privilege one form of incorporating a 

patristic text over another in terms of how that patristic text functions rhetorically. Arguably, the 

footnote-only references will escape the attention of the common reader, and this limits their 

effect in extending the arguments. Related to this, Table 3 also makes clear that more than half 

the footnote-only citations are theological elaborations, and most of the theological elaborations 

of the CST arguments found in patristic sources are relegated to footnote-only citations. Thus, 

when a CST document relied on a patristic source to explain its theological arguments, it chose 

not to do so in the main body of the text. Apparently, the drafters of the CST documents did not 

want to take the time to explain the theological thinking behind their arguments in the main body 

of the text. Perhaps they concluded this would bore the reader, or that it would expose their 

argument to challenges from theologians and not just from the politicians, economic power 

brokers, ethicists, and the laity already in their minds. 

 The second summary table identifies the number of times each rhetorical function is used 

in the individual CST documents. For example, of the two patristic citations in RN, one functions 

in an ornamental way and the other functions as a practical elaboration of the argument. 
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Table 4: Frequency of Rhetorical Function according to CST document 
CST  Historical  Practical/ 
Document Ornamental (1) Authority (2) Theological (3) Pastoral (4)  
RN 1   1 
QA 6 1 1  
MM 2 1   
PT   1 2 
DH  8   
GS 1 2 11 5 
PP 1   1 
EN 2 8 2 3 
Puebla  2   
FC 1  1 2 
ChP 2 1 2  
EJA  1 1  
SRS   2 4 
CA 1    
SDomingo    2 
ComCST 1 8 6 6 
DCE 2 3 2 9  
TOTAL 15 35 28 35 
 
 
 In the first five CST documents, almost none of the patristic source citations extend the 

main arguments with which they are associated. Instead, they functioned as rhetorical ornaments 

or as appeals to authorities. In fact, with the exception of GS, this is the case for the first nine 

documents in the study. That one finds in GS so many patristic citations classified as theological 

elaborations is not surprising, for seven of these eleven citations are found in Part I of the 

document, which is its theological vision for the Church’s role in the world. Thus, GS employed 

these patristic sources in a manner consistent with its own goals. From FC to DCE, there appears 

to have been a general tendency to use the patristic sources to a greater extent for theological or 

practical extensions of the arguments. This coincides with John Paul II’s pontificate, so perhaps 

one could say this was a time during which greater sensitivity to Christian voices from the past 

was encouraged. However, such a generalization would have to be founded on a study of many 
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more encyclicals from John Paul II and from additional pastoral letters prepared by the regional 

bishops’ conferences. 

 With no intention of dismissing the preceding charts or associated analysis, the fact is an 

examination of the rhetorical function of the patristic source citations does not reveal any 

particularly interesting patterns or trajectories. Yet, this is a noteworthy point in and of itself. 

Each document truly is its own rhetorical tour de force. The decision to select certain patristic 

texts and not others, and the decision on how to incorporate those texts was the responsibility of 

those who drafted the CST documents. Certainly, some drafters looked back at earlier documents 

to mine them for patristic source material, but there is no indication they did so with an interest 

in correcting perceived woes or in following good examples, rhetorically.  

 

A NEW VISION FOR CST 

 Indeed, a study of the patristic sources in CST suggests a variety of problems. The 

original historical and literary contexts of the patristic sources were largely ignored, which had 

the concomittant effect of limiting appropriation of the fullness of their arguments. Most of the 

patristic citations do not reflect the socio-ethical concerns of the patristic authors themselves. 

Even when the patristic citations supported related, theological themes, usually they were 

relegated to footnotes. Consequently, any vision for the use of patristic sources in future CST 

documents should incorporate some understanding of what constitutes “fair use”.  

 With that in mind, I suggest three components to a new vision. The first is a commitment 

to situate patristic source citations within their literary and historical contexts, or at least to 

acknowledge when the contexts are different. This concern emerges from a presumption that 

most readers of the CST documents do not know the history of early Christianity, including the 
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names, the places, or the key events that shaped it. Devoid of context, readers may dismiss 

ancient source citations as quaint. Footnote-only references to patristic sources are particularly 

troubling in this regard. Relegating quotations or explanations of the patristic sources to 

footnotes makes sublime their rhetorical effect, and they are of little use to the reader in a 

pastoral document. Instead, incorporate the author and argument of the patristic source into the 

main argument of the text, and leave to footnotes only the details pertaining to references for the 

relevant passages. Again, DCE illustrates well this component to a new vision. To a certain 

extent, this will restrict the freedom of CST documents to use patristic texts in a merely 

ornamental or authoritative fashion; however, the theological and pastoral proclivities of the 

patristic texts may re-invigorate CST and give it a powerful, new-found voice. 

 A second component to this vision is a willingness to broaden the scope of interaction 

with patristic sources. Simply put, CST documents should emphasize patristic socio-ethical texts 

as much as or more than they emphasize patristic theological or pastoral texts. As it is, one does 

not read CST documents and come away impressed that the patristic world, or, for that matter, 

the medieval world, had much to say on social ethics. As discussed above, one way of 

facilitating this broader interaction with patristic texts is the availability of a reference work 

directing its user to such sources. Indeed, the research center with which I am affiliated has 

already begun work to create a new compendium of patristic texts on a number of socio-ethical 

themes.22 This new compendium is concerned only with the Greek patristic texts, and so R. 

                                                 
 22 These socio-ethical themes include, among others: justice, common good, land rights, 
slavery, the poor, and usury. For each theme, we will include an English translation of several, 
representative patristic texts, which are both invaluable for understanding Greek patristic social 
ethics and are either difficult to acquire elsewhere or where the present English translation is 
dated. Accompanying each patristic text will be a short bibliography and a brief introduction that 
both provides some historical context and guides the reader to see the main thrust of the text vis-
à-vis contemporary social ethics. 
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Sierra Bravo’s text, discussed above, will continue to meet the need to identify Latin patristic 

sources for the foreseeable future. Still, the value of this new compendium will be found as much 

in its historico-critical analysis of the patristic documents as in its identification of the relevant 

sources. It is believed this new work will help drafters of future CST documents more readily 

identify appropriate patristic texts, and to be aware of the important historical and literary 

contexts surrounding them. 

 The third component to this vision, and related to the previous one, invites future CST 

documents to embrace even the imprecatory language directed towards the wealthy and powerful 

in the patristic texts. For a number of patristic source citations, it was noted that CST documents 

overlooked a patristic author’s critique of the wealthy for their culpability in the spread of 

poverty. The parenetic nature of patristic teaching on social ethics is obscured in such cases. Not 

unlike the CST documents, many patristic texts on social ethics are pastoral in nature (e.g., 

homilies or letters). The patristic authors considered it their duty to chastise oppressors of the 

poor alongside exhortations to the poor. For example, Ambrose’s exposition of the biblical story 

of Naboth’s vineyard was not complete until he had identified the “Ahabs” and the “Naboths” in 

his own day.23 Ambrose excoriated the wealthy for their pursuit of luxury, their greed, and their 

discontent. Chrysostom, too, in his second homily in the series, “On the Statues”, promoted hard 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
 23 Cf. Ambrose, De Iacob, de Ioseph, de Patriarchis, de fuga saeculi, de interpretatione 
Iob et David, de apologia David, apologia David altera, de Helia et ieiunio, de Nabuthae, de 
Tobia, Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum, vol. 32, ed. Carolus Schenkl (Vienna: F. 
Tempsky, 1897). ET: Martin R. P. McGuire, S. Ambrosii De Nabuthae: A Commentary, with an 
Introduction and Translation, Patristic Studies, vol. 15 (Washington D.C.: Catholic Univ. of 
America Press, 1927); Boniface Ramsey, Ambrose, The Early Church Fathers, series ed. Carol 
Harrison (London and New York, NY: Routledge, 1997). 
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work as a corrective to the opulent and carefree lifestyles of the wealthy.24 Pointed critiques 

towards the economic and political power brokers of our own day are missing in the CST 

documents of this study. In attempting to embrace too wide an audience with their teachings, 

these pastoral documents are too politically correct to be of much good to the average reader. My 

own supposition is that the world’s audiences today would welcome a voice that says something 

unnerving and profound. Future CST documents need look no further for Christian examples of 

such a voice than in patristic socio-ethical texts.  

 One way of directing the focus of future CST documents towards this end involves a 

narrative approach to ethics. The Christian story of God’s compassion for the poor and 

marginalized as expressed in various biblical pericopes (i.e., the historical narrative) demands to 

be told and retold in every generation. That story, when read in light of one’s present situation 

(the present narrative) requires a response: either engage in social action or consciously decide 

not to do so. The patristic authors often recalled the same biblical pericopes (e.g., Mt. 25, Lk. 16) 

in expositing their vision for Christian social justice (including, e.g., the poor are the ones truly 

rich before God; the wealthy are obliged to transfer their excess to the poor; yet, the rich are not 

specifically denounced for being such, and poverty is accepted as part of the necessary balance 

between people), and this served to preserve the historical narrative for action in the present 

narrative of their hearers. The same must be done in Catholic social thought of today.25 Some 

                                                 
 24 Cf. J. P. Migne, Patrologiae cursus completus, series graeca, vol. 49 (Paris: Apud J. P. 
Migne Editorem, 1859), cols. 41-46. ET: W. R. W. Stephens, “The Homilies on the Statues, to 
the People of Antioch,” in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers: John Chrysostom. On the 
Priesthood; Ascetic Treatises; Select Homilies and Letters; Homilies on the Statues, first series, 
vol. 9, series ed. Philip Schaff (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1889). 
 
 25 For a more full articulation of this vision, see Johan Verstraeten, “Re-Thinking 
Catholic Social Thought as Tradition,” in Catholic Social Thought: Twilight or Renaissance?, 
eds. J. S. Boswell, F. P. McHugh, and J. Verstraeten (Leuven: Peeters Press, 2000), 59-77. 
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have suggested such an approach will contribute (happily) to a further shift away from a natural 

law framework26 and, instead, towards a theological approach in which Christians share in the 

life of the poor Christ. It is suggested further this shift demands either separate documents or 

arguments for the Church’s two audiences (i.e., Christians and “all people of good will”). 

Perhaps, but particular Christian teachings need not be exclusivist. They may, in fact, help 

formulate new, universal ways of thinking that future societies will deem “natural”.27 What is 

said to Christians now may well be of value to “all people of goodwill” in the future. 

 In sum, the point is not to fill future CST documents with more references to patristic 

sources, but to include within them better references to patristic sources. The goal is to protect 

the freshness of pastoral teaching that is the CST documents and not to burden them with 

academic footnoting. They should invite the reader into the world of Christianity’s past for an 

understanding of its contribution to the present and future. CST should unsettle its readers and 

disrupt society’s complacent attitude towards social injustices. I believe the world wants to hear 

from the Church; even more importantly, it wants to see the Church draw from its unique, 

historical well in support of this agenda. 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
 26 Cf. Charles Curran, Catholic Social Teaching 1891-Present: A Historical Theological 
and Ethical Analysis (Washington D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 2002). Curran points out 
that, beginning with Vatican II, CST has shifted from a “natural law” approach to an attempt at 
an integrated theological approach. However, he does not believe they have succeeded, in part 
because of the two-fold audience of Church and “people of good will” to whom the documents 
are addressed. In fact, the only one addressed to a Church audience only (Evangelii nuntiandi) is, 
in Curran’s opinion, the most theologically integrated. 
 
 27 Johan Verstraeten, “Catholic Social Thought as Discernment,” Logos 8 (2005): 94-111, 
here 103. 
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Appendix A: Patristic Sources in the CST Documents 
(Sorted by CST Document) 

Source CST Patristic Patristic Citation Rhetorical 
No.28 Text Source Text Type29 Function30 
1 RN 19 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 9.7 Q 1 
2 RN 24 Tertullian Apology 39 Q 4 
3 QA 16 Ambrose On the Passing of Satyrus I.44 Q 1 
4 QA 50 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
5 MM 119 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 9.7 Q 1 
6 MM 214 Augustine Confessions I.1 Q 1 
7 MM 235 “Ascetical tradition”  R 2 
8 PT 46 John Chrysostom Comm. on Rom., Hom. XXIII 13.1 Q 4 
9 PT 92 Augustine City of God 4.4 Q 3 
10 PT 165 Augustine Sermon LIIIA  12 Q 4 
11 DH 10 Lactantius Divine Institutions V.19 R 2 
12 DH 10 Ambrose Letter to the Emperor Valentinian 21 R 2 
13 DH 10 Augustine Contra Litteras Petiliani II.83 R 2 
14 DH 10 Augustine Letter 23 R 2 
15 DH 10 Augustine Letter 34 R 2 
16 DH 10 Augustine Letter 35 R 2 
17 DH 10 Gregory the Great Letter to Virgil and Theodore  R 2 
18 DH 10 Gregory the Great Letter to John of Constantinople R 2 
19 GS 21 Augustine Confessions I.1 Q 1 
20 GS 22 Tertullian The Resurrection of the Body 6 F 3 
21 GS 22 Council – Const. II Canon 7 F 3 
22 GS 22 Council – Const. III  F 3 
23 GS 22 Council – Chalcedon  F 3 
24 GS 22 Council – Const. III  F 3 
25 GS 39 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies V.36 F 3 
26 GS 43 Ambrose On Virginity Ch. 8, Art. 48 F 3 
27 GS 44 Justin Martyr Dialogue with Trypho Ch. 110 F 2 
28 GS 44 Tertullian Apology 50.13 F 2 
29 GS 48 Augustine On the Good of Marriage 2-5, 23-24 F 3 
30 GS 57 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies III.1.2 F 3 
31 GS 69 Basil (Caesarea) Homily VII 2 R 4 
32 GS 69 Lactantius Divine Institutions V.5 R 4 
33 GS 69 Augustine On John Ev. Tr. 50, Art. 6 R 4 
34 GS 69 Augustine Ennarationes in Psalmos 147 R 4 
35 GS 69 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 20.10-11 R 3, 4 

                                                 
 28 This column assigns a unique number to each patristic source. This number is used to 
refer to the patristic source citations throughout the article. 
 
 29 This column indicates how the patristic source is presented in the CST document.  
Q = a direct quotation from the patristic source is given in the body of the CST document; 
R = a general reference to the patristic source is given in the body of the CST document; 
F = a footnote-only reference to the patristic source is given in the CST document. 
 
 30 This column indicates the rhetorical function for each patristic source citation. 
1 = the patristic source citation is an ornament to the main argument of the document;  
2 = the patristic source citation is an appeal to authority for the main argument of the CST text;  
3 = the patristic source citation is a further, theological elaboration of the document’s main point; 
4 = the patristic source citation is a further, practical elaboration of the document’s main point; 
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Appendix A: Patristic Sources in the CST Documents (continued) 
Source CST Patristic Patristic Citation Rhetorical 
No. Text Source Text Type Function 
36 GS 69 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors III.21 R 3 
37 PP 23 Ambrose On Naboth 12.53 Q 4 
38 PP 23 “Church Fathers”  R 1 
39 EN 15 Augustine Sermon XLVI, De Pastoribus, 1-2 F 4 
40 EN 16 Cyprian (Carthage) On the Unity of the Church 14 F 2 
41 EN 16 Augustine Enarrationes in Psalmos 88, II.14 F 3 
42 EN 16 John Chrysostom Homily on the Capture of Eutropius 6 F 2 
43 EN 21 Minucius Felix Octavius 19 and 31 F 4 
44 EN 21 Tertullian Apology 39 F 4 
45 EN 53 Justin Martyr Apology, Book I 46.1-4 Q 2 
46 EN 53 Justin Martyr Apology, Book II 7.1-4; 10.1-3; 13.3-4 Q 2 
47 EN 53 Clement (Alex.) Stromata I.19.91, 94 Q 2 
48 EN 53 Eusebius (Caesarea) Preparatio evangelica I.1 Q 2 
49 EN 59 Augustine Enarrationes in Psalmos 44.23 Q 3 
50 EN 61 Didache Didache 9.1 R 1 
51 EN 61 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 19.1 R 1 
52 EN 67 Leo I Sermons 69.3; 70.1-3; 94.3; 95.2 R 2 
53 EN 71 John Chrysostom Hom. on Genesis VI.2; VII.1 Q 2 
54 Puebla II.1.1 “Church Councils”  R 2 
55 Puebla II.2.4 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
56 FC 6 Augustine City of God 14.28 Q 3 
57 FC 13 Tertullian Ad Uxorem II.8.6-8 Q 4 
58 FC 16 John Chrysostom On Virginity 10 Q 1 
59 FC 25 Ambrose Hexameron V.7.19 Q 4 
60 ChP 81 Augustine City of God IV.15 R 2 
61 ChP 112 Justin Martyr Dialogue with Trypho Ch. 110 Q 3 
62 ChP 112 Justin Martyr Apology, Book I 14 and 39 F 3 
63 ChP 113 Cyprian (Carthage) Letter to Cornelius 60.2 Q 1 
64 ChP 114 Sulpicius Severus Life of St. Martin 4.3 Q 1 
65 EJA II.34 Cyprian (Carthage) On Works and Almsgiving 25 Q 3 
66 EJA II.57 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
67 SRS 31 Basil (Caesarea) Longer Rules Q. 37, 1-2 R 4 
68 SRS 31 Theodoret (Cyrus) Concerning Providence Or. 7 R 3 
69 SRS 31 Augustine City of God 19.17 R 4 
70 SRS 31 John Chrysostom On the Gospel of St. Matthew 50.3-4 R 4 
71 SRS 31 Ambrose On the Work of Ministry II, 28.136-40 R 4 
72 SRS 31 Possidius Life of St. Augustine 24 R 3 
73 CA 3 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies I.10.1 and III.4.1 Q 1 
74 SDomingo I.1.9 Epistle to Diognetus Epistle to Diognetus 8 F 4 
75 SDomingo II.1.4.3 Council – Const. I Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed R 4 
76 ComCST 53 “Church Fathers”  F 2 
77 ComCST 87 “Church Fathers”  R 4 
78 ComCST 114 Augustine Confessions I.1 Q 1 
79 ComCST 135 Gregory (Nyssa) Life of Moses 2.2-3 F 3 
80 ComCST 142 Augustine Confessions II.4.9 F 2 
81 ComCST 184 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors III.21 Q 3, 4 
82 ComCST 265 John Chrysostom Homilies on Acts 35.3 F 2 
83 ComCST 265 Basil (Caesarea) Longer Rules Q. 42 F 2 
84 ComCST 265 Athanasius (Alex.) Life of St. Antony 3 F 3 
85 ComCST 265 Ambrose On the Death of Valentinus 62 R 2 
86 ComCST 266 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies V.32.2 F 3, 4 
87 ComCST 266 Theodoret (Cyrus) Concerning Providence Ors. 5-7 F 3 
88 ComCST 328 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
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Appendix A: Patristic Sources in the CST Documents (continued) 
Source CST Patristic Patristic Citation Rhetorical 
No. Text Source Text Type Function 
89 ComCST 329 Hermas The Shepherd III.1 F 4 
90 ComCST 329 Clement (Alex.) Homily, Quis dives salvetur 13 Q 4 
91 ComCST 329 John Chrysostom 21 Homilies “On the Statues” 2.6-8 R 2 
92 ComCST 329 Basil (Caesarea) Homily VII 5 Q 4 
93 ComCST 329 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors III.21 R 2 
94 ComCST 582 John Chrysostom Homily on Perfect Love 1.2 Q 3 
95 DCE 7 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
96 DCE 7 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors II.5 Q 4 
97 DCE 9 Ps. Dionysius Divine Names IV.12-14 F 2 
98 DCE 17 Augustine Confessions III.6.11 Q 4 
99 DCE 19 Augustine On the Trinity VIII.8.12 Q 3 
100 DCE 22 Justin Martyr Apology, Book I 67 R 4 
101 DCE 22 Tertullian Apology 39.7 R 4 
102 DCE 22 Ignatius of Antioch Letter to the Romans Q 2 
103 DCE 23 4-6th centuries Egypt  R 4 
104 DCE 23 Gregory the Great Letter to John of Italy R 4 
105 DCE 23 Ambrose On the Work of Ministry II.28.140-43 R 4 
106 DCE 24 Julian the Apostate Letter 83 R 4 
107 DCE 28 Augustine City of God 4.4 Q 1 
108 DCE 38 Augustine Sermon LII 16 Q 3 
109 DCE 40 Sulpicius Severus Life of St. Martin 3.1-3 R 4 
110 DCE 40 Antony/Early monastics  R 1 
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Appendix B: Patristic Sources in the CST Documents 
(Sorted by Patristic Source) 

Source CST Patristic Patristic Citation Rhetorical 
No. Text Source Text Type Function 
103 DCE 23 4-6th centuries Egypt  R 4 
59 FC 25 Ambrose Hexameron V.7.19 Q 4 
12 DH 10 Ambrose Letter to the Emperor Valentinian 21 R 2 
3 QA 16 Ambrose On the Passing of Satyrus I.44 Q 1 
71 SRS 31 Ambrose On the Work of Ministry II, 28.136-40 R 4 
105 DCE 23 Ambrose On the Work of Ministry II.28.140-43 R 4 
37 PP 23 Ambrose On Naboth 12.53 Q 4 
26 GS 43 Ambrose On Virginity Ch. 8, Art. 48 F 3 
85 ComCST 265 Ambrose On the Death of Valentinus 62 R 2 
110 DCE 40 Antony/early monastics  R 1 
7 MM 235 “Ascetical tradition”  R 2 
84 ComCST 265 Athanasius (Alex.) Life of St. Antony 3 F 3 
9 PT 92 Augustine City of God 4.4 Q 3 
107 DCE 28 Augustine City of God 4.4 Q 1 
60 ChP 81 Augustine City of God 4.15 R 2 
56 FC 6 Augustine City of God 14.28 Q 3 
69 SRS 31 Augustine City of God 19.17 R 4 
6 MM 214 Augustine Confessions I.1 Q 1 
19 GS 21 Augustine Confessions I.1 Q 1 
78 ComCST 114 Augustine Confessions I.1 Q 1 
80 ComCST 142 Augustine Confessions II.4.9 F 2 
98 DCE 17 Augustine Confessions III.6.11 Q 4 
13 DH 10 Augustine Contra Litteras Petiliani II.83 R 2 
49 EN 59 Augustine Enarrationes in Psalmos 44.23 Q 3 
41 EN 16 Augustine Enarrationes in Psalmos 88, II.14 F 3 
34 GS 69 Augustine Ennarationes in Psalmos 147 R 4 
14 DH 10 Augustine Letter 23 R 2 
15 DH 10 Augustine Letter 34 R 2 
16 DH 10 Augustine Letter 35 R 2 
33 GS 69 Augustine On John Ev. Tr. 50, Art. 6 R 4 
29 GS 48 Augustine On the Good of Marriage 2-5, 23-24 F 3 
99 DCE 19 Augustine On the Trinity VIII.8.12 Q 3 
39 EN 15 Augustine Sermon XLVI, De Pastoribus, 1-2 F 4 
108 DCE 38 Augustine Sermon LII 16 Q 3 
10 PT 165 Augustine Sermon LIIIA  12 Q 4 
31 GS 69 Basil (Caesarea) Homily VII 2 R 4 
92 ComCST 329 Basil (Caesarea) Homily VII 5 Q 4 
67 SRS 31 Basil (Caesarea) Longer Rules Q. 37, 1-2 R 4 
83 ComCST 265 Basil (Caesarea) Longer Rules Q. 42 F 2 
4 QA 50 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
38 PP 23 “Church Fathers”  R 1 
54 Puebla II.1.1 “Church Councils”  R 2 
55 Puebla II.2.4 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
66 EJA II.57 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
76 ComCST 53 “Church Fathers”  F 2 
77 ComCST 87 “Church Fathers”  R 4 
88 ComCST 328 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
95 DCE 7 “Church Fathers”  R 2 
90 ComCST 329 Clement (Alex.) Homily, Quis dives salvetur 13 Q 4 
47 EN 53 Clement (Alex.) Stromata I.19.91, 94 Q 2 
75 SDomingo II.1.4.3 Council – Const. I Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed R 4 
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Appendix B: Patristic Sources in the CST Documents (continued) 
Source CST Patristic Patristic Citation Rhetorical 
No. Text Source Text Type Function 
23 GS 22 Council – Chalcedon  F 3 
21 GS 22 Council – Const. II Canon 7 F 3 
22 GS 22 Council – Const. III  F 3 
24 GS 22 Council – Const. III  F 3 
63 ChP 113 Cyprian (Carthage) Letter to Cornelius 60.2 Q 1 
40 EN 16 Cyprian (Carthage) On the Unity of the Church 14 F 2 
65 EJA II.34 Cyprian (Carthage) On Works and Almsgiving 25 Q 3 
50 EN 61 Didache Didache 9.1 R 1 
48 EN 53 Eusebius (Caesarea) Preparatio evangelica I.1 Q 2 
74 SDomingo I.1.9 Epistle to Diognetus Epistle to Diognetus 8 F 4 
79 ComCST 135 Gregory (Nyssa) Life of Moses 2.2-3 F 3 
1 RN 19 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 9.7 Q 1 
5 MM 119 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 9.7 Q 1 
51 EN 61 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 19.1 R 1 
35 GS 69 Gregory the Great Homily on the Gospel 20.10-11 R 3, 4 
18 DH 10 Gregory the Great Letter to John of Constantinople R 2 
104 DCE 23 Gregory the Great Letter to John of Italy R 4 
17 DH 10 Gregory the Great Letter to Virgil and Theodore  R 2 
96 DCE 7 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors II.5 Q 4 
36 GS 69 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors III.21 R 3 
81 ComCST 184 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors III.21 Q 3, 4 
93 ComCST 329 Gregory the Great Rules for Pastors III.21 R 2 
89 ComCST 329 Hermas The Shepherd III.1 F 4 
102 DCE 22 Ignatius (Antioch) Letter to the Romans Q 2 
73 CA 3 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies I.10.1 and III.4.1 Q 1 
30 GS 57 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies III.1.2 F 3 
86 ComCST 266 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies V.32.2 F 3, 4 
25 GS 39 Irenaeus (Lyon) Against Heresies V.36 F 3 
91 ComCST 329 John Chrysostom 21 Homilies “On the Statues” 2.6-8 R 2 
8 PT 46 John Chrysostom Comm. on Rom., Hom. XXIII 13.1 Q 4 
82 ComCST 265 John Chrysostom Homilies on Acts 35.3 F 2 
53 EN 71 John Chrysostom Homilies on Genesis VI.2; VII.1 Q 2 
94 ComCST 582 John Chrysostom Homily on Perfect Love 1.2 Q 3 
42 EN 16 John Chrysostom Homily on the Capture of Eutropius 6 F 2 
70 SRS 31 John Chrysostom On the Gospel of St. Matthew 50.3-4 R 4 
58 FC 16 John Chrysostom On Virginity 10 Q 1 
106 DCE 24 Julian the Apostate Letter 83 R 4 
27 GS 44 Justin Martyr Dialogue with Trypho Ch. 110 F 2 
61 ChP 112 Justin Martyr Dialogue with Trypho Ch. 110 Q 3 
62 ChP 112 Justin Martyr Apology, Book I 14 and 39 F 3 
45 EN 53 Justin Martyr Apology, Book I 46.1-4 Q 2 
100 DCE 22 Justin Martyr Apology, Book I 67 R 4 
46 EN 53 Justin Martyr Apology, Book II 7.1-4; 10.1-3; 13.3-4 Q 2 
32 GS 69 Lactantius Divine Institutions V.5 R 4 
11 DH 10 Lactantius Divine Institutions V.19 R 2 
52 EN 67 Leo I Sermons 69.3; 70.1-3; 94.3; 95.2 R 2 
43 EN 21 Minucius Felix Octavius 19 and 31 F 4 
72 SRS 31 Possidius Life of St. Augustine 24 R 3 
97 DCE 9 Ps. Dionysius Divine Names IV.12-14 F 2 
109 DCE 40 Sulpicius Severus Life of St. Martin 3.1-3 R 4 
64 ChP 114 Sulpicius Severus Life of St. Martin 4.3 Q 1 
57 FC 13 Tertullian Ad Uxorem II.8.6-8 Q 4 
2 RN 24 Tertullian Apology 39 Q 4 
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Appendix B: Patristic Sources in the CST Documents (continued) 
Source CST Patristic Patristic Citation Rhetorical 
No. Text Source Text Type Function 
44 EN 21 Tertullian Apology 39 F 4 
101 DCE 22 Tertullian Apology 39.7 R 4 
28 GS 44 Tertullian Apology 50.13 F 2 
20 GS 22 Tertullian The Resurrection of the Body 6 F 3 
87 ComCST 266 Theodoret (Cyrus) Concerning Providence Ors. 5-7 F 3 
68 SRS 31 Theodoret (Cyrus) Concerning Providence Or. 7 R 3 
 
 


